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College letter
system to
move online

Luke Chellis
Core Staff
very year, students faced with the task
of choosing the right college seek out
teachers to write them letters of recommendation. Although the nature of this
chore is age-old, the process as handled by
the St. Louis U. High counseling department is undergoing changes.
	According to counseling department
chair Mary Michalski, all steps in the college
application procedure, except where not possible, will be conducted through the Naviance
interface, an online source designed specifically for this purpose. Applications, including
the teacher recommendation letters, will no
longer be mailed to colleges but rather sent
through the Naviance system.
In the past, the Counseling Department
closely monitored both students and teachers
to ensure that each stage of the application
was completeted on time.
“We made sure that (counseling office
administrative assistant Becky) Berger would
send a memo with the forms to the teachers,
and then we were monitoring making sure we
got that information back from the teachers in
a timely manner to meet the deadline,” said
Michalski. “We’re not doing that anymore.
The teachers are going to be responsible for
submitting their own recommendations.”
	Michalski said that new program was
instituted to move SLUH forward towards a
system that better aligns with the admissions
of most of the colleges. In addition, “more
and more high schools are moving in this
direction,” said Michalski, such as Cor Jesu
Academy and Ursline Academy.

E
Student Council sits offstage with the students at yesterday’s forum.

Spirit week, homeroom rep roles discussed

Mike Lumetta
Core Staff
tudent Council (STUCO) began its
new style of forum as promised at the
back-to-school class meetings. Held yesterday at activity period, the forum was
designed to foster discussion rather than
debate in which students broached topics instead of STUCO. Although the discussion covered a wide range of issues
pertinent to smaller groups, it ultimately
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focused on Spirit Week and the fall fundraiser.
Senior Student Body President Kevin
Mueller characterized the new format as a
“listening session.” He explained, “It’s really
the student body’s opportunity to express
their complaints to us.”
	STUCO members ran the forum for
the most part. Mueller emceed, and senior
Secretary/Treasurer Ryan Bedell recorded

see 4-UM, 11

HR rep system revamped
Promotes involvement, accountability
Andrew Kastner
Reporter
oping to increase homeroom rep accountability and expections, STUCO
reorganized the structure of the homeroom
representatives at SLUH. Homeroom reps
serve as one of the main lines of communication between STUCO and its activities
and the student body. The past structure
of the two-person representative system,
which split the tasks between pastoral
and social activities, has been filed down
to a single position per homeroom. The
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consolidation, as well as the additional
responsibilities and expectations placed
upon the new representatives, might work
to resolve previous confusion regarding
the exact definition of their roles.
	STUCO unanimously agreed at their
summer meetings that a change to the previous structure was needed. The problems of
miscommunication and attendance at school
functions had been a problem, according to
Student Body President Kevin Mueller, and
the restructuring of the system seemed to be

see HOMEROOM REPS, 14

see LETTERS, 8
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Internet filters on hiatus,
will return soon
Ben Kim
News Editor
y now, many St. Louis U. High students have probably realized that
they have been able to access Facebook
and MySpace during school hours. However, the technology department will soon
be implementing an updated version of
SLUH’s web site content filter, DansGuardian, to block non-educational sites
once again.
“The situation regarding Internet access
is a temporary measure. The student experience will soon return to something similar
to how it was last school year,” said system
administrator Jonathan Dickmann.
	According to Dickmann and computer
support specialist John Haefele, the main
reason why the school’s Internet filter isn’t
operating is a lack of time. Over the summer,
the technology department had to manage
the new phone and e-mail system, change
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out 110 of 135 faculty computers, update
three laptop carts (replacing 75 machines)
and update the 400 to 500 machines around
school.
	Swamped with managing the many
infrastructure changes, they managed to
make updates to DansGuardian, but couldn’t
change SLUH’s computers’ settings to accept
the new version. The department is currently
finishing up the new settings.
“We just had way more this summer than
we usually do, and we didn’t get through
everything,” said Dickmann.
	The major changes include how the
system requires users to login/logoff and
improved filtering management. The updated version of the Internet filter will only
require students to login once to access the
internet, unlike in the past, where the filter
timed-out and students had to login multiple
times. To logoff, students need to quit their

see INTERNET FILTERS, 14

SLUH Review intellectual
journal premieres
Mark Messmer, Joe Moran
Reporters
aith, thought, and civics are the main
ideas behind SLUH Review, a new
publication that will include “articles that
are based on current events, but the author’s opinion is tied into the article,” according to junior editor Logan Hayward.
SLUH Review’s goal is to be academic
in its writing, and “to focus on opinion and
commentary on the world around us, as from
the perspective of a SLUH student,” senior
editor and founder Luke Chellis said. “The
idea is to get people to care more deeply and
engage more deeply in the world around
them. The Review will be well thought out,
well-written, and completely honest.”
	The Review will be delivered to all
students in e-mail blasts due to a lack of
budgeting for paper this year, but will be
trying to move to paper later this year. The
first Review was scheduled for Sept. 14, but
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was a bit late. From now on, it will arrive
in students’ mail fortnightly, or every two
weeks counting from the 14th.
SLUH Review’s governing structure is
composed of moderator Jim Knapp, S.J., and
so far three editors, one from each class: senior Chellis, junior Hayward, and sophomore
Joe Esswein. Next year, the junior editor will
become the senior one, and the sophomore
will become the junior editor, and the possible future freshman editor will become
the sophomore editor, “so (SLUH Review)
continues on,” Chellis said.
	The Review is looking for writers to
submit their own articles that fit the publication’s goal of being academically sound and
honest.
Knapp said anyone can contribute,
whether by becoming an editor, researcher,
or writer. Those interested in joining can
contact Knapp or the editors.

Democrat and
Republican
clubs return

Eric Lewis
Core Staff
uring this period of political drama,
members of the St. Louis U. High
community are remaining politically active through the SLUH Democrats and
Young Republicans clubs.
	Senior Jack Newsham, president of the
SLUH Democrats, already has several items
on this year’s agenda being discussed, such
as a series of debates with the Young Republicans and screenings of liberal documentaries. Newsham also
mentioned continuing
bannering, a practice
in which members of
SLUH Democrats hold
a pro-Obama banner
above Highway 40 on the Tamm Avenue
Bridge. The biggest event proposed is a
trip to Jefferson City which would include
a guided tour of the Capitol building by a
local representative.
“Inevitably, people won’t be as excited
now that the election is over,” said Newsham.
“But we hope to keep them involved because
change happens every day, not just the first
Tuesday of November.”
	The SLUH Democrats have also recently
set up a blog to increase awareness both
within and outside of
the SLUH community. Newsham said
the blog, sluhdems.
blogspot.com, will
be updated frequently
with commentary and progressive events
by senior members. Newsham also hopes to
include relevant articles and videos on the
site. The club meets in M116 during activity
period on Wednesdays.
	The Young Republicans are trying to
revitalize the group after a few years of
relative inactivity.
“People weren’t as politically active
(last year), as far as the Republican side,”
said senior Thomas Dempsey of the Young
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see REPUBLOCRATS, 11
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E. McCarthy hopes for unity from core principles

To the editors,

	Students of SLUH: I read with interest the letter to the Prep
News last week about the conduct of the Democrat and Republican
students at the recent Activities Fair. I, too, attended the fair and was
impressed by the passion on both sides, but I think that this passion
could be directed in more positive ways. Right now, our politics
should go beyond Dems and Repubs. As a Christian, Catholic community, we should strive to follow our core principles. What are our
core principles? The Catholic Church teaches that the following are
core principles or have become known as the “Five non-negotiable
issues.”
1. Abortion
2. Euthanasia
3. Fetal Stem Cell Research
4. Human Cloning
5. Homosexual Marriage

Another issue that can unite us is that we can agree to fight corruption in our political system. Both parties harbor corruption. We
must insist that our tax money is not thrown away to corrupt groups
of people who work against our core principles. Both parties are
not following the Constitution. In the past, the Constitution served
to protect these core principles. Many politicians in both parties
are not following the Constitution. Even though I moderated the
Republican Club for 12 years, I often said (to the chagrin of many)
that a Catholic really can’t hold total allegiance to either party—they
both work in some way against our core values.
	So then, what party deserves our loyalty? Why, the party of
Jesus Christ! Don’t forget, he cleaned out the temple and called it a
den of thieves. He worked for reform, but he still loved and forgave
those who worked against him. Can we respond any differently?
“Work as though everything depended on you, pray as though everything depended on God.”
–St. Augustine

These five issues are called non-negotiable because they concern
actions that are always morally wrong and must never be promoted
by the law. As a school, we can unite on these core principles and
take our beliefs into the arena of politics. We don’t need to be yelling at each other; we can work together.

I hope that this letter will serve as a small step in the direction
of “uniting” Jr. Bills.
Elenora McCarthy
Librarian

Prep News Volume Prep News Volume
LXXIV Platform LXXIV Editorial
Policy
As the student-run newspaper of St. Louis University High School,
the Prep News is a weekly publication that strives to inform the
SLUH community about events and people, with its focus on those
pertaining to the school, primarily through the written word.
	The Prep News is neither the voice of the administration nor
the students. Rather, the newspaper serves to gather and distribute
information for the entire school. The Prep News editors and staff
members make every effort to be objective in their news coverage
and editing.
	The organizational structure of the Prep News differs slightly
from that of recent years. This year the Prep News has one editor in
chief, one news editor, one features editor, and two sports editors.
The members of the editorial staff are co-workers and share equally
the duties of writing, copy-editing, layout, and staff management.
All of the editors share responsibility and leadership of the paper.
The editors are supported by a core staff of regular reporters, who
are frequently underclassmen.
It is the role of the editors to seek out and facilitate the reporting of all significant news at SLUH. While any faculty member or
student is welcome to submit suggestions for potential articles, the
Prep News is never obligated to publish any article idea; the editors
reserve the right to deem any potential article un-newsworthy and

see PLATFORM, 15

The Volume LXXIV Prep News editorial policy serves the purpose
of being the vehicle of the personal opinion, whether from students,
faculty, or others wishing to voice an opinion. All topics discussed
in the section will be related to St. Louis University High School.
	Nothing published either as an editorial or as a letter to an editor
should be considered the opinion of the school, the administration,
or anyone other than its author or authors.
	A Prep News editorial is the opinion of all five editors on a
particular topic. In their writing, the editors will make a strong attempt to express their views in a clear and accurate fashion.
A commentary is defined as an opinion of one member of the
Prep News staff, not of the Prep News itself.
	Every member of the SLUH community is welcomed and
encouraged to submit a letter to the editors. Every letter received
by the editors will be read and given consideration. All letters must
be signed, but the author’s name may be withheld from publication
by request and at the discretion of the editors.
	The Prep News editors reserve the right to edit any submissions
for publication in order to meet grammatical standards, but they
will not skew the author’s original intent. Also, the editors reserve

Editors: Matt Bettonville, Rob Bertucci, Adam Cruz, Ben Kim, Nick Fandos

see EDITORIAL, 15
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Frank Schumacher
Reporter
ight senior Russian students spent
three weeks in Russia with teacher
Rob Chura this summer.
The students spent their first 15 days
with host families in St. Petersburg, where
they had a routine of going to class at the
exchange program school Gymnasium 209
from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. every day. For the
most part, they took Russian-speaking classes
in order to better understand the language.
In addition to speaking classes, they had art
classes to take a break from the books.
In their time out of school, students got
to know their Russian host families, going
with them to various places of interest around
St. Petersburg. Some of the popular tourist
attractions were the Cathedral of Kazan, the
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St. Isaac Cathedral, and the Savior of the
Blood Cathedral.
	One of the most interesting places they
visited was the Peter and Paul Fortress, the
original site where the city was founded by
Peter the Great in 1703.
	Senior Mike Wedekind said there was
“a plethora of historical relevance.”
In addition to touring the city, seniors
became good friends with many of the Russian students they were staying with. They
hung out at various bowling alleys and pool
halls.
	Since St. Petersburg is a city consisting
of islands, it is covered and connected with
bridges, and every night the bridges are
raised to let boats navigate through the city.
On the last night, all the students stayed up
late with their hosts at a coffeehouse to watch
the bridge rise.

“It was really cool to watch, and just a
fun night to talk with everyone since we were
leaving the next day,” said senior Patrick
Creedon.
	The students next traveled by train to
Moscow, where they noticed major differences from St. Petersburg right away.
“St. Petersburg is more European, and
Moscow is more traditional Russian. You
could even tell a difference in the people,”
said senior Pat Vastola.
	During their two days in Moscow, the
SLUH students visited the Kremlin, St.
Basil’s Cathedral, and even the circus, the
Gold Buff.
“The circus was absolutely amazing,
one of the best experiences of the trip,” said
Wedekind.
However, on the way back from the

see BILLIKENSKI, 11

SLUH students bike to cure MS
Conor Gearin
Core Staff
ineteen members of the joint Saint
Louis U. High and Nerinx Hall team
rode in the Bike MS Bike Tour (formerly
MS 150), a fundraiser for the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society, last weekend
in Columbia, Mo. This year’s event drew
about 3,000 riders, 300 more than last
year.
	Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a disease that
attacks the central nervous system, causing a
range of possible symptoms, from numbness
to paralysis.
	Participants are encouraged to raise a
minimum of $250. Spanish teacher Kevin
Moore was the team captain, and senior
Michael Kaucher, junior Luke Hellwig,
sophomore Ryan Shea, Ryan’s mother Brigid
Shea, and Kurt Kleinburg, ’01, represented
SLUH.
Hellwig said that many of the people
he talked to while raising money, especially
kids, did not know what MS is. “So, (Bike
MS) is a way to help people that have this
disease” by raising funds and awareness,
Hellwig said.
	The participants chose how many miles
they would ride each day in order to reach
the 150-mile goal. Moore, Hellwig, Kaucher,
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and the Sheas rode the full
150 miles by Sunday.
“It’s difficult, and that’s
what makes it fun,” said
Hellwig, of the ride.
	All the team members
trained in some capacity for
the event, ranging from several days a week to just once
during the summer. However,
Kaucher said that the trail is
broken up every ten to twelve
miles by optional rest stops
stocked with food and Gatorade, making it
easier on those “who aren’t big cyclists.”
	Brigid Shea said that the trail this year
was somewhat more flat than previous years,
when the trail was farther northwest of Columbia and very steep in places.
“I enjoyed the route much more than
last year’s,” said Kaucher.
	The participants were met with fair
weather during their weekend ride.
The clear skies meant that the flat, open
parts of the route were clear of challenging
headwinds, and allowed the majority of the
participants to camp in relative comfort. Ryan
Shea’s sister Maggie Shea, a senior at Nerinx,
camped with others from her school.
“It was fun to be outdoors with all the

photo courtesty of sarah praud

The start line at the MS 150 bike ride.

other participants,” she said.
	Although the process of fundraising
continues for the participants, Hellwig said
he had raised $800 so far, Kaucher, $275,
and Moore, $500. Other team members were
not sure of an estimate because they were
waiting to hear back from people that had
pledged.
Kaucher, whose mother has MS, said he
would encourage SLUH students to try Bike
MS. The option of 40 miles a day allows
people who are not up for 75 or 100 miles to
participate. In addition, SLUH participants
get to ride with their classmates and meet
students from Nerinx during the event.
“It’s great to see 3,000 people out riding
their bikes,” said Moore.
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Soccer victorious in CBC Tournament
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Jacob Born

in the 29th minute, as senior Pat Macauley
Reporter
scored the first goal of the game off of a
he Saint Louis U. High Jr. Bills
header. With the crowd
(3-2-1)
completed
pumped up, Macauley
the CBC tournament last
scored his second goal of
weekend, winning it all.
the game with a hard shot
And after bringing home
that went over the diving
the hardware, they took a
goaltender. The Jr. Bills
road trip out to Fort Zumwent into halftime with a
walt South and lost a very
comfortable 2-0 lead.
close game.
The second half brought
Last Thursday night,
a more exciting game. Both
the Jr. Bills went down
sides continually pressed
Highway 40 to play DeSeach other’s defense with
met. For the second time in
numerous scoring chances.
the tournament, sophomore
Right off the bat, DeSmet
goalie Ryan Suddarth startgot a corner kick. Goalie
ed the game, and although
Ryan Suddarth punched
he was tested early by the
the ball out of the box, but
Spartan offense, nothing Senior Andrew Johnson fights off a DeS- a DeSmet forward shot it
got by him. SLUH had some met opponent at the CBC tournament. right over his head to cut the
scoring chances themselves, but the DeSmet lead in half, 2-1.
keeper was a brick wall.
Then the flood gates opened. In twelve
	But that brick wall came tumbling down minutes, SLUH scored two goals and DeSmet
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managed to notch one. Both of the SLUH
goals were scored by junior Brian Bement,
including one where Bement headed his past
the goalie to give SLUH the 4-2 lead.
Junior Richie Hoffman capped the game
on a high note, kicking the ball out of midair and into the net, thus ending any thought
of a DeSmet comeback. The final score was
5-2.
	Two nights later, the Jr. Bills took one
final trip back to CBC for the championship
game against the Golden Griffins of Vianney.
This was by far the most physical game the
Jr. Bills had played all year.
	The Jr. Bills were tested early. The
Griffins came out firing, with a close call as
a shot from a defender clanged against the
crossbar then sailed overhead. Chances came
in waves, along with fouls and corners. The
end of the half saw the score tied 0-0.
In the second half, SLUH had many scoring chances that were stopped by the Vianney
defense or just went out of bounds. 		

see CHAMPS, 12

Cross country outwits, outlasts , outruns
Will Bufe

Reporter
he St. Louis U. High cross country
team put on an impressive show on
one of the Midwest’s biggest stages last
Saturday, capturing the varsity title at the
Forest Park Cross Country Festival.
	Once again led primarily by seniors, the
Jr. Bills cruised to a victory over some of
Missouri’s most competitive teams, including Festus, Rockhurst, and Jefferson City.
	Before the gun went off, senior captain
Caleb Ford said that the key to his race
preparation was to avoid “getting too serious” and instead to feel “happy.” Obviously
it worked, as Ford crossed the line first for
SLUH with a time of 16:11. He was quickly
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followed by the determined, wide-eyed junior 	McLaughlin, who has continued to
Tim Rackers, who
run extremely well
in his first varsity
despite a slight derace finished 16th
crease in his trainamong some of the
ing program, exbest runners in the
plained what was
state.
going through his
	Seniors Emmind at the start of
mett Cookson, Tim
the third and final
McLaughlin, and
mile: “I just felt
Bill Gabler wrapped
like I was done …
up the team’s scorI felt like I didn’t
ing five and helped (Left to right) Seniors Emmett Cookson, Caleb Ford, and Nick have a lot to give,
Seckfort race to the finish in the Forest Park Invitational.
the Bills pull away
but I knew I had to
from second-place Marquette University give something. Coach ( Jim Linhares) before
High School, winning by a whopping 70 the race always gives us a little prayer, and
points.
see DOMINANCE, 12
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C Sports Box Updates

C Soccer
Record: 3-3
Last game: 1-0 loss vs. CBC
Next game: At St. Dominic 9/19

C XC
Last meet: Forest Park XC Festival, 1st

Key runners: Michael Dowd, 11th place, Joe
Vicini, 12th place
Next meet: Enke Invitational 9/19
C Football
Record: 1-4

Last game: 24-12 win vs. Vianney

Key player: Matt Binz, 2 TD passes
Next game: At CBC 9/24
-Compiled by Patrick Mulligan, Eric Mueth,
Joe Merrill
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Early hole and turnovers doom Footbills
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Daniel Schmidt

an interception, both of which led to scores
Reporter
for the Spartans. Although DeSmet did not
score again until
ith the exthe end of the
ception
half, the Spartan
of one minute,
defense had no
the Jr. Bills hung
problem shutting
tough against the
down SLUH’s
No. 8 DeSmet
offense, forcing
Spartans. Unforfour turnovers
tunately, that first
in the first half,
minute opened up
and first downs
a 14-point hole
were few and far
for St. Louis U.
between for the
High, which sufOchocincobills.
fered a 35-7 loss.
The SLUH offensive line protects Trevor McDonagh as he
	T h o u g h t h e
	The Jr. Bills
begins the play in last Friday’s game against DeSmet.
score might indicate
came out sloppily in
the first 60 seconds, giving up a fumble and otherwise, the SLUH defense had another
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great game, given the excellent field posistion
DeSmet got off turnovers. Collum Magee,
who declined comment, had another superb
performance with a game-high 14 tackles in
an effort to make up for the absence of senior
linebacker Kevin McAuliffe, who was more
than willing to share his thoughts.
“I thought we really played solid, except for a couple of coverage slip-ups,” said
McAuliffe. “Other than that though the defense played solid. It’s just going to take some
time to get the young guys experienced.”
	DeSmet seemed to score almost all their
points off turnovers, but when the Spartans
had to start at their own 20 or 30, DeSmet
rarely got more than a first down or two per
drive.
	The offense was unable to get going

Swimbills battle, place sixth at Marquette
Chad Carson

Reporter
he St. Louis U. High swim team competed in the annual Marquette Relays meet last Friday and Saturday, placing sixth out of eleven with a total score
of 172. Parkway Central took home first
place with a score of 255, with Marquette
and Lafayette receiving second and third
place, respectively.
	The Marquette Relays are unlike any
other meet because they emphasize team
depth rather than individual stars. The meet
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is structured in a prelims-finals format in
which teams compete on Friday night for
a spot in the championship heat on Saturday. Every event is a relay, ranging from
a 900-yard progressive relay, where two
swimmers each swim a 200-yard followed
by another swimming a 500-yard, to typical
high school swimming events like the 200
free and medley relays.
While SLUH was unable to keep its
five-year streak of winning the meet alive,
sophomore Sam Erlinger, junior Joe Kabance, and senior captains Dan Schmidt

see DUCT TAPE, 13

and John Helling qualified for state in the
200-yard free relay at the preliminaries with
a time of 1.33.74, only to shatter it at the
finals with a 1.31.14. Within that relay, junior
Michael Hagerty, a substitute for Kabance,
qualified for state in the 50 free with a time
of 23.01 (23.09 state-qualifier).
“That relay was one of the highlights of
the meet,” said coach Fritz Long.
	After prelims, Chaminade secured the
top rank going into the finals, and they held
the lead through the final leg of the relay
until Schmidt dove in the water.

see SWORDFISH, 13

JV Sports Box Updates

JV Soccer
Record: 3-0
Last game: 1-0 win vs. DeSmet
Key player: Junior Dylan Gardner GW
		
goal
Next game: St. Mary’s 9/21

JV XC
Last meet: Forest Park XC Festival, 1st
		
place
Key runner: Sophomore Joe Esswein
		
17:46, 3rd place
Next meet: Enke Invitational 9/19

B Soccer
Record: 2-1-1
Last game: 3-0 win vs. Francis Howell
		
North
Key player: Freshman Zack Hoffman
		
goal (3 this season)
Next game: At St. Dominic 9/19

JV Football
Record: 1-1-1
Last game: 13-13 tie vs. DeSmet
Key player: Junior Mo Oginni, 2 sacks
Next game: Webster Groves 9/21

JV Swimming
Results: Loss at Parkway South 124-63,
win vs. Clayton and Cape Notre Dame
168-128-42
Next meet: DeSmet 10/6
-Compiled by Ryan Bothmann, Joe Culver,
Eric Mueth, Adam Cruz, Cullin Tripp
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IM ready for bashball and a text-off
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Rob Bertucci

Sports Editor
or seven years, former St. Louis U.
High teacher Dave Barton made the
SLUH Intramural program his own, supplying the spirit and enthusiasm that made
it an important part of student life. Assistant Atheletic Director Tim Rittenhouse
looks to carry on in Barton’s absence this
year, putting his own spin on the system.
	Rittenhouse is the perfect man to take
over the job. In his tenure at SLUH, Rittenhouse has been very involved in Intramural
activities in many ways, from refereeing to
participating in events.
“My strength in Intramurals comes
from my involvement in the activites ...”
Rittenhouse said. “I am pretty intimately
aware of most of the activites.”
However, Rittenhouse is not familiar
with the system of points Barton used. Last
year points were awarded for homeroom
attendance, event wins, and a miscellaneous
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category, which included things such as
synchronized T-shirts.
“I have tried to recreate, from the notes I
have from Mr. Barton, that kind of system,”
Rittenhouse said. “I am going through the
rules to make sure that things are done the
same way. I won’t change things a lot, because
it has worked in the past.”
While Rittenhouse is not changing the
dynamics of the Intramural program, he is
certainly adding his spin on the events. Two
new events have made the schedule this
year.
	One of the new activities is Intramural
texting. Although this might sound like a
triple-J.U.G. waiting to happen, Rittenhouse
assured this reporter that this event was going
to happen.
	Rittenhouse said that, for the competition, a message would be flashed on the
projector screen in the commons. The goal
of the competition is to type the message accurately and be the first to send it. Rittenhouse

said that there would be two divisions—one
using QWERTY-keyboards and another with
standard keypads.
“The competition works dually because
we will be texting to the SLUH number,” said
senior Jake Fechter, who has helped with
the Intramural program in his three years at
SLUH. “That will allow the administration to
notify students on snow-days and on special
schedules through a text.”
	The other new addition this year is a
paper airplane competition. The rules for
this competition have not been established
yet, but planes could be evaluated based on
distance of flight, tricks, or style.
“Activities like building a paper airplane
incorporate things that we do in our classrooms here,” Rittenhouse said. “It might
not be truly academic stuff, but it’s not just
athletic, it’s not just trivia. It is stuff that is
application of knowledge that is gained in
classes.”
	Rittenhouse also said that he hoped to

DS: We got a week off in the spring for spring
break, and a week off at the end of summer.
Then there’s Christmas break, Thanksgiving, and Easter. And that’s absolutely it.
(Note: Schmidt swims for the Rockwood
Swim Club.)

AC: What’s your motivation for the rest of
the year since you’ve already put yourself in
state mode through the first couple meets?

see WALLS, 12

Conversation of the Week
Dan Schmidt, SLUH’s tall swimming guru
Adam Cruz

Sports Editor
I sat down with Dan Schmidt, SLUH’s senior
swimming captain.
Adam Cruz: Just to clear all the awkwardness about it, how tall ARE you?
Dan Schmidt: Six foot 8 inches. 6’9 with
shoes, but you don’t have to put that.
AC: Why swimming instead of something
that fit your frame better, like say, basketball?
DS: I’m pretty uncoordinated—I would trip
over myself way too much. (Laughs.) After
ninth grade I had to concentrate on swimming
year-round anyway.
AC: Well it’s good for us you chose swimming. How many days a year do you swim?
Any time off?

AC: Any regrets about that? Putting in all
that time and everything?
DS: Well I quit this last year. It was too big
of a time commitment. On the plus side I
got a lot stronger, and it put me in shape.
But I got to play water polo last year which
was great.
AC: You’ve qualified for state in six events
(three individual, three relays). How many
more could you qualify for?
DS: Maybe the 200 IM, maybe the backstroke, but I prefer to stick to my “sprinting.”

DS: Always try to beat more people. Be the
best in the event and the best I can personally do.
AC: Any in future in swimming? College
scholarships and such?
DS: Not a shot, after this year I’m finished.
I get letters from schools, but I throw most
all of them away. I’m not really interested.
In college, it’s 20 hours in the pool a week
and weight lifting. And that’s at (a) small
college.
AC: You could pick up basketball again! A
giant is always welcome on my intramural
college team.
DS: It will definitely be time to hoop it up.
(Motions a jump shot.)
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Patrick O’Leary
Core Staff
he St. Louis U. High Mothers’ Club
has published Volume II of its cookbook, SLUH Cooks!, the first volume
since 2003.
	According to Mothers’ Club Cookbook
Chair Peggy Harris, the 15 person committee
began work on the cookbook in early April.
The committee sent letters to alumni and current mothers asking them to submit recipes,
primarily by direct input via an online form.
About 800 recipes were submitted and subsequently reviewed by the committee to verify
the recipes’ ingredient measurements.
Harris said, “These are all favorite
recipes. (These are recipes that people
say) ‘Don’t forget to bring your famous X
dish!’”

Harris
was enthused
about all of
the sections
of the cookbook, which
includes appetizers, vegetables and sides,
main courses,
breads, miscellaneous,
and desserts,
but she was
especially excited about the novice section,
which she said would be great for college
kids in a dorm room or apartment or anyone
with time constraints.
	Students contributed recipes as well.

drawing by Mrs. jennifer langford

Junior Justin Ragland said, “The wide variety
(of recipes) is nice, especially the (novice)
section because it is easy stuff to throw
together.”
	Ragland, who likes to cook, said, “A
lot of things I make, I just get really hungry
and then (what I make) tastes really good so
I try to recreate it.”
	The Mothers’ Club ordered over 2000
cookbooks and has already sold a third of
them. SLUH Cooks! Vol. II costs $20 and can
be ordered on the SLUH web site (shipped
to your house for $6 or picked up at SLUH
free). The Mothers’ Club will also be selling
cookbooks on Wednesdays and Fridays this
month in the Mothers’ Club/Cashbah office
(7:30 to 9 am, 2:30 to 3:30 pm). They will
also be selling cookbooks at the October
Card Party and SLUHtique.

(from 1)
“In the past what we would have had
(students) do is download and print off a copy
of the teacher recommendation form, and a
copy of the counselor report form—that’s
all electronic now,” said Michalski. “This
process can become much simpler for the
students, and for the teachers too, really for
all of us.”
For instance, because of the absence of
collection and mail time, teachers will no
longer have to have their letters finished 15
school days in advance of the due date.
	Seniors are still expected to seek out their
teacher and ask him or her personally for a
letter of recommendation. After a teacher
grants him permission, he then goes to the
“Request Teachers to Prepare Recommendations” page on Naviance and selects the
teacher with whom he has spoken. Through
Naviance, seniors also manage all of their
applications and requests for electronic
transcripts.
	Teachers will then receive a notice from
Naviance with an optional personal message
from the student. The only paper involved
will be any extra forms or letters that a
teacher may have to fill out for colleges not
accepting the Common Application, or that
require paper supplements.
	Every SLUH teacher will be given an
ID and password to access his or her account

on Naviance. Teachers simply upload the
letters onto Naviance and click “Submit.”
Due dates for applications are entirely the
responsibility of the student and his teacher
to meet, at the personal expense of the student. The counselors will no longer enforce
deadlines.
“The student was still responsible for
sending in his application electronically
last year,” said Michalski. “We’re teaching
(SLUH students) to be responsible young
men. Shouldn’t (they) be responsible for
(their) entire application process? As far as
the counselors and faculty members, we’re
all responsible, professional adults. So, it’s
our responsibility to make sure our job is
done.”
	Students can also use Naviance in their
college research. Even though the counselors have used Naviance for four years, this
function of Naviance, termed the Family
Connection, was only made available to
students last year, primarily to this year’s
current seniors who were just beginning that
stage.
“It provides a direct link to the colleges,”
said Michalski. “It provides scattergrams
where you can see where your grade-point
average and test scores fall within the other
students (from) SLUH who’ve applied to
that school. … It’s a great resource that has
a ton of information.”

“(The Family Connection) gives you a
summary of the school and then everything
from faith life to academics to social life
to acceptances into graduate school,” said
senior Chad Carson.
	As another resource to students, Naviance lists colleges coming to SLUH,
along with date, time, and room number.
When a school in a student’s college list is
scheduled for a presentation, an e-mail is
automatically sent to that students account,
and if that presentation is during class, the
student need only to register via Naviance.
However, reactions to Naviance, especially for letters of recommendation have
been mixed and involve many questions.
“How do we know that the recommendation reached the college?” asked French
teacher Richard Keefe. “Things can go
wrong with technology, you know. … I’d
be surprised if we get through the first year
error-free or mistake-free.”
“Like e-mail or texting or something, I
think it’s going to be easier to click a button
and say ‘There I’m done with this,’” said
physics teacher Paul Baudendistel. “You
don’t have nearly the degree of concern for
presentation.” According to Baudendistel,
some preparation work followed by a phone
conversation to an admissions counselor
would not only be more personal but less
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Former students remember WWII, old SLUH way of life

Nick Fandos
	Even academics themselves bore little resemblance to those
Features Editor
of today. Classes were broken up into different groups of study—
ou know, he almost burned down the school,” someone Classics, Latin, Scientific and English—that corresponded to a letter,
“
says. I look up from my notebook, and the man next to me, A, B, C, or D. Group A contained the smartest students, B the next
respirator ticking, begins to recall a warm fall day in chemistry smartest and so on, with little regard for political correctness. In the
lab during his senior year. The class was busy testing various classroom, the vast majority of teachers were Jesuits, keeping the
qualities of elemental sulfur and recording the results and obser- cost to educate low, and with it the cost of tuition at only $120 per
vations. After burning the sulfur, each student was to dispose of year—roughly $1,500 today. Few faculty members were laymen,
it in a central sink and continue testing other elements in a similar and those who were usually coached sports.
fashion. But McDonnell decided to ignore the instructions and 	Athletics, while a large part of student life, lacked facilities. In
1944, there was not yet a gym or specialized fields. Instead, SLUH
dispose of the sulfur himself.
used St. Louis Univer“The window was
sity’s Walsh Stadium,
open, and I decided I
located next door.
would just throw (the
	Don Reed, valedicsulfur) … instead,” says
torian of the class of
McDonnell, looking
‘44, remembers the
me straight in the eye.
conditions of the Walsh
“Twenty minutes later
Stadium field where he
we heard the sirens outpracticed as a football
side.” The school was
player as being very
evacuated and nearly
poor, laden with countcaught fire. McDonnell
less shards of glass.
said that he had never
“We were practicing
told anyone that he was
in August … I fell on
responsible for nearly
a piece of glass and
destroying the Backer
got a large gash here
Memorial before today.
above my knee,” said
	Sixty-five years
Reed, explaining that
have passed, and still,
The Prep News staff from the Class of 1944.
the principal, Fr. Zimas the afternoon went
on, a steady stream of jokes poured in McDonnell’s directions from merman, took him to the hospital afterward. “The next day they
made an announcement and the whole school was out picking up
long-suspecting friends reunited again.
“Oh, don’t let John touch that; he might start a fire,” someone glass.”
Most significantly, though, the SLUH of 1944 was, like the rest
would say, all those within an earshot bursting into laughter.
It was Tuesday and McDonnell and 16 of his former classmates of the country, at war, and the senior class found themselves in the
gathered in the Currigan Room while the rest of the school was hard middle of it all.
In the spring of 1943, as the class of ’44 was completing its
at work. Dressed in coats and ties and long since gray in the hair,
classmates caught up, reminisced of days gone by and recounted junior year, the wars in Europe and the Pacific raged on with little
stories of their common experiences at SLUH nearly 65 years ago. end in sight. The United States military was desperate for men, and
I was able to listen, question and revel at each new story they told, it was the duty of all able-bodied men of age to join the forces. The
and these were good tales. These men were the last class to graduate High School, as SLUH was called, had long been host to recruiters
in the heat of World War II and experienced things unlike any other from most branches of the military and had held numerous bond
drives to support the war effort, but with the situation looking bleak,
generation.
What became evident through each conversation, however, the school decided to graduate members of the class of ’44 early to
was that the class of 1944 attended a St. Louis University High allow for their enlistment.
“Anyone whose birthday was prior to June went to summer
School that bears little resemblance, physically or substantially, to
that which we call our own, and that this group of men was by no school,” said Dick Furrer, whose birthday fell within the prescribed
time period for summer school. Furrer explained that those 70 or so
means an ordinary class.
In 1944, the Backer Memorial was only 20 years old. The Jesuit summer school students like himself completed their coursework
wing housed actual Jesuits; there was not a Vision 2000, much less in the fall semester, and, for the first time in SLUH’s 125-year hissee FOURTY-FOUR, 10
a gym; and most students rode the streetcar to school.
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CLASS OF ‘44

(from 9)
His books Deliver Us from Evil: The Story of Vietnam’s Fight for
tory, graduated during a special ceremony in January. Furrer even Freedom, The Edge of Tomorrow, and The Night They Burned the
remembers one student, Gerald Schaffer, wearing his uniform to Mountain gained widespread acclaim. President John F. Kennedy
graduation.
awarded Dooley the Congressional Gold Medal in 1961 and was
In addition to early graduation, the rest of the school adapted influenced by his efforts when beginning the Peace Corps.
to cater to war efforts while still in session. Furrer remembers the 	Politically opposing Dooley was Harrington, a former Prep
upper field being converted into an Army obstacle course for students News editor, who quickly established himself as a leader of Norman
who could not otherwise train to prepare themselves for military Thomas’s Socialist Party. After working for three years as the editraining. The Prep News, still in its infancy, ran biweekly updates tor of the Catholic Worker, Harrington turned to atheism. His book
that followed SLUH alumni and faculty fighting in the war in the The Other America: Poverty in the United States (1962) exposed
section “Following
poverty in the United
the Flag” and wrote
Sates and put Hareditorials encouraging
rington in the national
the various war efforts
eye. His work is said
at school.
to have impacted the
	Reed remembers
Johnson Administrathat gas rationing limtion to begin the war
ited the already small
on poverty.
numbers of drivers
	On a less public scale,
the school had. He
men like Bill Loftus
explained that from his
and John Padberg,
home in Normandy,
S.J., established themit took three busses
selves in their respecand two streetcars
tive fields: Loftus as
to get to school. The
an advertising mogul
exception, noted Reed,
who helped popularize
was Thomas DoolCheerios, and Padberg
ey, whose chauffeur
as a prominent Jesuit
The Class of 1944 football team assembled for a team picture.
dropped him off in a
intellectual.
limousine on Oakland Blvd. each day.
	But as I slowly moved around the room and listened, sometimes
	Even Jesuit priests joined the effort, with several teachers leav- seeing tears in the storyteller’s eyes, it was the simple, everyday
ing school to enlist as chaplains at various military hospitals. The experiences that wowed me: Reed working at Emerson Electric for
war effort seemingly encompassed the whole campus in a way it over 30 years, Henry Heck raising 10 children, or Frank Hellwig
never had and has not since.
transferring to SLUH his senior year from a high school program
*
*
*
with only seven students, to name a few.
“The senior of 1944, endowed with the heritage of a Catholic educa- 	Each man as he sat over his emptied plate, was willing to share
tion, shall stand resolute on the threshold of a new life—he will not his own memories. Whether it be the unique experience of wartime
only face the dangers of a war-torn world, but also the responsibilities they share or simply being together for four years, what became clear
of building anew a Christian Democracy established on the Eternal Tuesday was that even after 65 years, 17 men were still classmates,
Verities of Faith, Hope and Charity.”
calling each other by name and joking as if still a Jr. Bill.
				
-Dauphin 1944 yearbook
orrections and mplifications
	The proceeding inscription was printed in the 1944 yearbook.
-The front-page teaser for the half days article in last week’s issue incorrectly
It outlined the challenges that the class of ’44 would face. What sets
indicated that half days are “gone.” Although many half days have been
them apart is that despite the adversity they faced coming of age removed from the schedule this year, others are still scheduled as of now.
during and in the Second World War, it is clear that these men rose -The article introducing math teacher Jeff Scott in last week’s issue incorto and above the challenge. Some with great attention cast on them rectly stated that Scott “graduated St. Louis U. High in the summer of 2002.”
and some in relative obscurity, these men changed and rebuilt the Scott actually would have graduated in spring of that year.
-Last week’s conversation of the week referenced former SLUH kicker Anworld around them each in his own way.
	Publicly, the respective work of two classmates gained national drew Guenther’s “kick at the end of the game to send it into overtime” and
and international recognition. Dr. Thomas Dooley and E. Michael that the football team “went on to win the game.” Guenther’s kick actually
Harrington both had effects in the world of human rights, but did closed out the game in overtime, giving the Jr. Bills a 17-14 victory.
-The soccer article last week erroneously stated that junior Ben Emnett
so in very different ways.
scored his and the Jr. Bills’ second goal “about halfway through the second
	Dooley became renowned for his work with the poor in Viet- half” then Gibault scored afterward. Gibault actually tied the game before
nam and Laos, setting up hospitals in the poverty-stricken nations. Emnett’s second goal, and all goals were scored in the first half.
from the 1944 Dauphin yearbook
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(from 1)
suggested ideas. However, the rest of
STUCO sat and listened for the most part
while students controlled the direction of
the conversation.
	Although STUCO’s primary role did
not include introducing topics, Mueller did
ask the attendees, most of whom were homeroom representatives, what they thought
of the current homeroom rep procedures.
Mueller began the forum by addressing the
reps: “We’re trying to have an increase in
accountability for homeroom reps, and you
guys are doing a great job so far.”
However, students pointed out that
communication needed some improvement.
Mueller credited homeroom teachers with adjusting well to accommodate for homeroom
elections. Attendees agreed that advance
notice of the elections was somewhat lacking and suggested that homeroom elections
take place in May of the previous school
year, an idea Mueller expressed interest in.
“We could use (homeroom reps) as a tool
over the summer for various things and just
take some of the stress off the chaos of the
year,” he said.
Junior Drew Dziedzic, homeroom rep
for M208, said that the newly-mandated responsibilities for homeroom reps may work
more smoothly, but that results later in the
year will dictate the success of the changes.
“I don’t really know (as) the year progresses,
what’s going to happen to it, but so far, so
good,” he said.
	After exhausting thought on homeroom
reps, STUCO opened the forum to any other
comments from the student body. Students
brought up a number of topics ranging from
student use of the new gym in the Danis
Fieldhouse to mixer T-shirt sales to a request
for toilet paper of higher quality. In response
to an inquiry from junior Joe Blume, Mueller
also defined the domain of STUCO’s abilities
in contrast to the administration’s, saying that

STUCO deals more with student activities.
Occupying the final and largest portion
of the forum, Spirit Week and the fall fundraiser concerned both STUCO and the students in attendance most. Having relatively
well-defined plans for the events, STUCO
announced its intentions to combine the two
to some degree to improve the success of
both.
	Senior Pastoral Rep Jamie Hagan cited
DeSmet’s Mission Week as an example of
school spirit and service blended together
to capture school identity. “We’re trying to
incorporate the two and go back to this whole
idea of Spirit Lifts Us Higher,” he said. He
added that the combination of the two offers
the opportunity for more creative ways to
make money.
	Most Spirit Week traditions will remain
the same as in past years. However, STUCO
talked about a few changes and unresolved
issues. Monday’s activity period will include
a tree dedication ceremony in front of the
Danis Fieldhouse to memorialize Chris
Zandstra for the senior class and whoever
else wishes to attend. Saturday night, Oct.
10, will also debut a concert STUCO has
entitled Rocktoberfest, an event similar to
past years’ Rock for the Cure. Mueller invited
all students with serious interest in playing
to contact senior Vice President of Pastoral
Activities James Fister, who will book the
bands.
	Additionally, with the fusion of the fall
fundraiser and Spirit Week, STUCO is considering charging students for wristbands that
would give them permission to dress out to
fit each day’s theme, with all profits going to
the fundraiser. Mueller polled the students in
attendance on how much they would pay for
such a privilege. The majority of attendees
favored a $5 price, although some said they
would be willing to pay $10.
Mueller said that the blending benefits
both enterprises. STUCO can concentrate

efforts into one combined promotion rather
than dividing their efforts, and having aspects
from each event produces such innovative
ideas as selling wristbands for dress-out
privileges, which provide “pure profit,” according to Mueller.
“Having them coincide helps both,” he
explained.
	Both STUCO and the students in attendance found the new format more fruitful
than previous debate-centered ones. “There
wasn’t any confrontation between the two
groups, STUCO and everybody else,” said
Hagan.
Homeroom reps also enjoyed having
clearly recognized voice in the forum. Junior
Ross Hoover, representative for M218 and
a homeroom rep last year, said, “It seemed
more constructive than the old forum style,
where it was more like people complaining
to STUCO. (The new style) was more like
this-is-my-idea type of thing.”
	Dziedzic felt that STUCO regulated
the forum well in comparison to last year’s
forums despite the lack of specified topics to
discuss. “I definitely think it was better that
they had some topics by us, but they had a
set agenda,” he explained, adding that last
year’s final forum was “pointless” because
it lacked an agenda and purpose.

(from 2)
Republicans. “So our goal right now is really
getting a following for next year.”
In order to achieve this goal, the Young
Republicans’ focus is on social events for
the beginning of the school year.
“Since (history teacher Paul Michael-

son) is the moderator of (both SLUH
Democrats and Young Republicans), he
usually gets us together for a debate,” said
senior Matt Turner, a member of the Young
Republicans.
“It is really interesting to see how national events influence these student groups,”

said Michaelson. “Last year the Republican
Party was disheartened, and kids weren’t as
willing to participate, (but) it looks like the
Young Republicans are getting their feet
under them.”

REPUBLOCRATS

BILLIKENSKI
(from 4)
circus, one of the Metro trains broke down,
so the students had to scramble to another
station to catch a train.
	After relishing a total of 17 days in Russia, the SLUH students grumbled at having
to get back on the plane for the 12-hour flight
back to St. Louis.
“It was probably the best trip I have ever
taken in my life,” said Wedekind.
	Vastola added, “We learned to speak
Russian a lot better and made a ton of good
friends.”
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CHAMPS
(from 5)
	But the determination paid off, when
junior Ben Emnett chipped the ball over the
goalie’s head to give the Jr. Bills the 1-0 lead
with the second half already halfway over.
	Vianney, not pleased with the thought
of losing, tied the game back up two minutes
later. Sophomore goalie Ryan Suddarth dove
to stop the shot, but the ball sailed right under
him, and the score was tied at 1-1.
	Vianney scored again late in the half, in
controversial fashion. Suddarth had the ball
in his hand when a Vianney forward kicked
the ball out of his hands and into the net.

With the players and coaches heated,
SLUH fired every shot at the net in hopes
of a late goal to tie the game up. Emnett
scored his second goal of the game off of a
nearly impossible angle, clinching the CBC
tournament for SLUH.
“I was very gratified that we won the
tournament,” said head coach Charlie Martel.
“It is the single most gratifying week that I
have spent with any team I have coached
here, due to the fact that we had tons of
unanswered questions going into the tournament, and the boys answered most of them.
They really played great soccer by scoring
11 goals against three MCC opponents.”

	The Wearethechampionsbills took a
long road trip on Monday to play the Fort
Zumwalt South Bulldogs. SLUH dominated,
controlling the pace.
	But South scored a single weak goal
midway through the first half. The South
goalie punted the ball three quarters of the
way down the field to a player who took a
shot right past junior goalie Andrew Evola
for the only goal of the game. SLUH walked
away from a 1-0 loss.
	SLUH played Francis Howell North last
night at SLUH and will compete against St.
Dominic and then in the CYC tournament
next week.

(from 5)
sometimes during the race it will spring on
you. It makes you think, ‘I’m just happy
to be here.’ God is a part of my life, and in
a way, God can kind of push you through.
When you’ve got nothing left, your religious
beliefs can really come into play.”
	SLUH proved itself to be the deepest
team in the area after the coaches decided to
also run the second varsity team in the same
race alongside the top nine. Very impressive
performances from juniors Dan Raterman
(16:45) and Joe Meier (16:56) helped the
second team to capture an incredible fourth
place amongst the elite competition.
	One major driving focus for the U. High
XC team was sticking together as a pack for
encouragement. Sophomore Nathan Rubbelke put it bluntly: “It’s all about the team.

It’s about going out and getting it … another
solid day.”
	Despite the pleasant aura surrounding
the Jr. Bills, several injuries have made the
past week bittersweet. Seniors Bill Franey
and Nick Seckfort were both forced to drop
out of last Saturday’s race. Seckfort has been
diagnosed with a stress fracture and will be
out for the season. He hopes to build on his
second place finish in the 800 at the state
track meet last year.
	Senior David Fleming has also been
diagnosed with a stress fracture, but hopes
he can get back. “It’s unfortunate to be injured but I’m looking to come back and join
these guys, because we’re going to have a
really fun season. But I always like to be a
manager, so I can sit back and watch some
pretty neat things,” he said.

	Tomorrow, SLUH will run its third seven
in the Enke Invitational at the treacherous
Sioux Passage Park, which features the
infamous “Manmaker” hill. It will be tough
competition for the Jr. Bills, but it will also be
a great opportunity to display the tremendous
depth they possess.
	The top seven have the week off in
preparation for another highly-anticipated
race at Rim Rock Farm in Lawrence, Kansas
later next week. Ford believes that this may
be the U. High’s best cross country team of
all time.
“We definitely have the best depth we’ve
ever had, and the fastest-ever seventh guy on
the team. I think we have a great chance of
winning at Rim Rock. I will train however
the coaches want me to train, because they
know everything,” said Ford.

DOMINANCE

WALLS
(from 7)
put on a couple of all-school activities—
such as bombardment, dodgeball, or a pool
tournament—where anybody can come out
and play.
	Communication will play a major role
this year. Reminders about Intramural events
will be sent out on Zimbra. Homeroom representatives will also carry the majority of
the responsibility in announcing Intramural
events.

This Week in SLUH
Sports History

“There will be a lot more responsibility
put on the homeroom representatives,” said
Fechter. “They will be in charge of getting
their homerooms to show up for events.”
	As he takes over the Intramural program,
Rittenhouse is focusing on maintaining the
heavy participation that has been present in
past years.
“Our goal is to try to bring in as many
people as possible to the Intramural program,” said Rittenhouse.

Tim Malecek: PN Volume 70, Issue 4

The Magnificent Seven. The Super Seniors.
“The Twelve Disciples,” as Tom Irvin joked.
No matter what you call them, one thing
holds true: the St. Louis U. High soccer team
handed the very talented, No.1 ranked CBC
Cadets not only their first loss, but also first
goals against—and they gave them four.
(Editor’s Note: With the win, the Jr. Bills
won the CBC tournament and improved to
5-1-1.)
-Compiled by Adam Cruz
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SWORDFISH

(from 6)
“Even though he went in behind,” said
Helling, “I wasn’t worried. I was confident
he would come out ahead. Even the nonSLUH timers next to us were talking about
how they expected Schmidt to pull it out.”
With a personal best time of 21.30,
Schmidt overcame the body-length lead of
the Chaminade swimmer with his turn at the
wall, touching out the top-ranked Chaminade
relay and securing SLUH’s only first place
finish of the relays.
“I definitely felt motivated by the strong
swimmer next to me,” said Schmidt.
While SLUH placed first only in the 200
free relay, it finished a close second in the
400-yard medley relay, consisting of senior
captain Daniel Pike, junior John Lewis, junior
Amir Pascal, and Schmidt. While Chaminade

DUCT TAPE
(from 6)
under sophomore quarterback Trevor McDonagh except for a 7-yard TD run by Lan
Sansone to cap off the Jr. Bills’ longest drive
of the game.
“We weren’t getting the job done. We
just didn’t have a lot of scores,” said Sansone,
who finished with 3 carries for 15 yards.
When asked about his touchdown run,
Sansone said, “I can tell you this: that d-back
felt it.”
	Sophomore Mitch Klug, who had another good game with 4 catches for 69 yards,
was a bit more optimistic. “I think (Trevor)
and I are starting to click and get in a groove
after the change in personnel.”
	Next game is at SLUH tonight at seven
versus 1-2 Vashon.

Mass of the Holy Spirit
photo by mr. matt sciuto

Father Doug
Marcouiller, S.J.
prays over the
offertory gifts
at the Mass of
the Holy Spirit
in the converted
student commons last Friday.

secured first place easily, Schmidt touched
out another opponent to secure second place
after coming from behind again.
	SLUH divers Michael Barry and Colin
McCabe also contributed with solid performances, finishing in seventh place.
“Unfortunately since we only had two
divers instead of the allowed three, we
weren’t able to beat any team with three
divers,” said Long, “However, out of all the
teams with two divers, we placed first.”
“The results of the meet demonstrate that
the competition is very tough this year,” said
Long. “I didn’t know what to expect coming
into the meet, but I knew it’d be challenging
to continue our streak in recent years.”
Helling reiterated Long’s comments,
saying, “Although we’re used to winning

Marquette, I was still happy with the results.
While we lost many outstanding seniors from
last year, we qualified almost every relay
from prelims into the championship rounds,
thanks a great deal to our underclassmen.”
“Marquette proves that with the size of
our team, we can compete against anybody
this year,” said Long. “The meet also demonstrated the MCC schools are going to be
tough, so winning MCC’s will be a challenge,
although it is possible.”
	DeSmet placed eighth overall with 114
points, Vianney 80, and Chaminade placed
fourth with 204.
	The swim team will have the chance to
compete against many of these same competitive West County teams at the DeSmet
Invitational on Saturday, Sept. 26, at 2:00
p.m. at the St. Peters’ Rec-Plex.
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HOMEROOM REPS
(from 1)
the best solution. By increasing the responsibilities of the representatives and being more
forward about expectations, STUCO hoped
to eliminate the previous trend.
“Accountability wasn’t there,” said
Mueller, “knowing the work was there
discouraged those who wouldn’t take it
seriously.”
	STUCO is also changing the expectations for homeroom reps. Specifically, all new
representatives must now be in attendance

at every rep meeting, every whole school
rep meeting, all homeroom intramural
competitions, and their class day of service.
Homeroom reps must also organize and lead
one prayer service per semester.
	Perhaps most importantly, as stressed
by the STUCO Expectations and Application sheet for Homeroom Representatives, is
the fact that representatives are an extension
of STUCO itself, and as such, must “make
necessary sacrifices” and “carry out duties
asked by STUCO, beyond school hours if

called for.”
“Basically we are combining all the
responsibilities into one post. It’s more to
handle, but nothing someone who wants to
lead can’t do,” said Mueller.
	As far as the change’s success, Mueller
felt it was a work in progress and stressed
the fact that another change could be implemented if the system failed to function
properly.
“It’s a little to early too tell, though everyone was in attendance at the first meeting,”
said Mueller, “Hopefully that’s a sign.”

(from 2)
browser program or sign out of the school
computer. However, if students choose to use
their registered personal device (a laptop or
iPod Touch) at SLUH, they will not have to
login at all but will still be filtered the same
way.
With filtering management, the new
version should not grant internet access if
students use “https://” instead of “http://”
with their web addresses. Similar system
cheats have been fixed as well.
In terms of the login, though, the change
is not without its negative aspects. The old
short login was a security measure to prevent
a SLUH student from using the internet while
logged on as another. The technology department changed this aspect of DansGuardian
because of last year’s teacher feedback,
which voiced frustration with the short login
time, complaining that it sometimes interrupted student in-class computer work. But
because of the changes, the only name in the
registration logs is that of the registrant, not
necessarily the user at a certain time.
“The biggest trick is if we can com-

municate to students that they need to be
responsible and quit their browsers to logout,
the prolonged method would work fine,”
said Dickmann. “That’s not the way a lot of
people operate here. It depends if we can get
people to make that change. … With student
devices, whoever registered it, we are assuming is responsible for said device.”
	According to its website, DansGuardian
“filters the actual content of pages based on
many methods including phrase matching,
PICS filtering and URL filtering,” or the
words on a website and the website host.
As a web content filter on SLUH’s network,
DansGuardian previews the page a student
wants to access and checks it with requirements and lists of specific websites set by
the administrators. If deemed appropriate,
the browser will proceed normally, but if
deemed inappropriate, the student will see
an “Access Denied” page. SLUH has been
filtering its internet access since January
2008 in an attempt to have students focus
fixed more on education at school.
“It was a method to prevent students from
accessing inappropriate, non-educational

material, just to give some regulation for student internet access. Those motives haven’t
really changed,” said Dickmann.
	Many students, however, enjoy their
filter-free internet access.
“Getting on without the internet block
just seems normal, but now that you mention
it, I no longer feel like I’m wasting my time,”
said senior Caleb Ford. “Last year it always
seemed to take 15 seconds (to login). When
it comes back, it is going to be annoying, but
I understand that it’s probably necessary.”
“It’s freedom,” said junior Drew
Dziedzic. “I think we should be allowed
to make personal decisions for ourselves.
Most people who come to SLU High are
smart enough to be able to do that and not
just joke around all day.”
	According to Dickmann, students’
personal devices are now being filtered, and
SLUH’s student machines will be filtered
later on Friday.
“You can use the internet all you want,
just sign yourself out when you are done,”
said Dickmann.

INTERNET FILTERS

Soccer Nightbeat
photo by connor blanquart

Senior midfielder Dominic Hewitt outmaneuvers a Francis Howell North defender.

St. Louis U. High Jr. Billikens faced off
against the Francis Howell North Knights
last night, defeating them, 3-1. Junior
Richie Hoffman scored the first goal, and
senior Zach Oppland added on the final
two.
The Jr. Bills play St. Dominic on Saturday at St. Dominic at 2pm.
		
-Reporting by Jacob Born

Help needed
for Eagle
Scout project
Please help the children of Our Little Haven
by donating Wii games (E-Rated) and accessories as well as Gameboys, Gameboy
games, and AA Batteries. Items can be new
or used. This is a great way to get those old
games out of the house!

Bring to Matt McCarthy in Homeroom 217
September 21 - 30 to support his Eagle Scout
Service project.
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RECOMMENDATION

EDITORIAL

(from 8)
time consuming.
“I think it’s a little hard to get used to, but
I think that once you figure out the system,
it’ll be easy,” said senior Aaron Dripps. “I
kind of like it because it’s really good for
organization.”
“Like with all new technology, you’ve
just got to break the barrier. I’m pretty confident that I’m going to do it once, figure
out how to do it, and then I’ll be fine,” said
math teacher Frank Corley. “(But) I’m going
to miss the personal aspect of printing out
a letter on SLUH letterhead and putting my
name in ink to it.”
“I don’t personally believe that the electronic approach is always best,” said Greek

(from 3)
the right to withhold from publication any
submission if it is deemed vulgar, tasteless,
or otherwise inappropriate.
	All authors wishing to have letters
published must submit them by 4 p.m. the
Wednesday before the letter is to be published.
Letters can be given to any Prep News
editor or moderator. In addition, letters can
be mailed to the Prep News courtesy of St.
Louis University High School, 4970 Oakland
Ave., St. Louis, MO 63110, or e-mailed to
prepnews@sluh.org.

PLATFORM

teacher Mary Lee McConaghy. “I don’t know
if it’s the most secure and safe approach to
guarantee that everything reach the college.”
According to McConaghy, at some colleges
there have been some “egregious errors”
such as the “wrong letter” ending up in the
“wrong place.” “We’ll have to wait and see
about it,” she said.
“I feel like it maybe wasn’t the right time
to switch to it,” said senior Matt Tryneki. “It
seems like it’s kind of last minute. … They
should have (switched to Naviance) in the
spring after everyone was done applying.”
“Nobody is behind,” said counselor Dennis Dougan. “Right now, we’re still ahead
of everything that’s going on.”
“If you have any problems, come see
us,” said Michalski.

(from 3)
retain it from publication for this or any other reason.
	Our primary emphasis as editors of the Prep News is upon clear
and accurate writing and careful editing. But we do attempt to in
clude some visual expression—photography, drawing, technical aids,
etc.—in every issue. Despite our desire to make the paper visually
appealing, we commit ourselves not to allow form to supersede
substance.
	The Prep News strongly encourages underclassman involvement,
and our office on the second floor of the Jesuit Wing, room J220,
is always open for involvement, criticism, praise, or suggestions.
Without student reaction and feedback, the Prep News could not
function.
If the Prep News is inaccurate, we will try to correct any significant error in the following issue.
Furthermore, the editors assume sole responsibility for the text
of news and sports articles, features, and editorials. We encourage
faculty or students who take issue with the manner in which the
news was reported or find an error to bring it to the attention of the
editors, not the individual reporters.
	This is the platform of the editors of Volume LXXIV of the
Prep News.

Prep News Mike
Shannonism of the Week
“We have Rick Ankiel on the mound tonight pitching on his 21st
birthday. Yes sir, folks, this young man just as of today is old
enough to vote.”
		
-St. Louis Cardinals announcer Mike Shannon
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Calendar

Friday, September 18
Schedule R
CSP Food Drive
Soph. Class Mass and Reception AP
FB vs. Vashon 7pm
College Rep Visits:
	Colorado State University-M104
	Cornell College-M108
	Southern Methodist-M110
Class of ’84 Reunion 5pm
AP Snack—Mini Tacos
Lunch: Special—Taco Salad
Healthy—Turkey Burger on Wheat
		
Bun
Saturday, September 19
SOC @ St. Dominic 2pm
XC (V, JV, C) @ Enke Inv. 9am
B SOC @ St. Dominic 12pm
C SOC @ St. Dominic 10am
Diversity Family Night 4pm
Monday, September 21
Schedule R
CSP Food Drive
College Rep Visits:
	Drake University-M104
	Drury University-M106
	University of Kansas-M108
	University of Mississippi-M110
	Purdue University-M112
Sign up in Naviance to Attend:
Hendrix College 10:30am
	Millikin University 11am
	Brown University 12:45pm
SOC @ CYC Tourney
JV SOC @ CBC JV Tourney

by Patrick O’Leary

AP Snack—Beef & Chicken Taquitos
Lunch: Special—Popcorn Chicken
Healthy—Breakfast for Lunch
Tuesday, September 22
Schedule B1
CSP Food Drive
Kairos Retreat
College Rep Visits:
Sign up in Naviance to Attend:
Kenyon College 8:30am
	Emory University 9am
Kansas State University 1:45pm
SOC @ CYC Tourney
JV SOC @ CBC JV Tourney
AP Snack—Pizza Sticks
Lunch: Special—Bosco Pizza
Healthy—Seasoned Chicken Filet on
		
Wheat Bun
Wednesday, September 23
Schedule B2
Intramural Basketball Starts
College Rep Visits:
Sign up in Naviance to Attend:
Valparaiso University 9:30am
	St. Olaf College 10:45am
	Connecticut College 1:30pm
SOC @ CYC Tourney
JV SOC @ CBC JV Tourney
AP Snack—Apple Strudels
Lunch: Special—Chicken Club Wraps
Healthy—Baked Mostaciolli
Thursday, September 24
Schedule R
CSP Food Drive

1818 Registration by the numbers:
7 subjects offered through 1818
22 sections of credit in those subjects
4.0 and 3.0 credits earned (BC Calculus is highest credit class)
275 students earning 1818 credit
2000+ hours of credit for SLUH stu dents
in the 2009-2010 1st semester
$60 per credit hour
$120,000 worth of 1818 credit being earned by
SLUH students this semester
950 sheets of paper filled out during 1818 registration last week.
-Compiled by Nathan Rubbelke

photo by mr. matt sciuto

September 18, 2009
Sept. 18 - Sept.25

Kairos Retreat
Fr. English Tutorial AP
Administration Forum AP
Soph. Bonus Reading AP
College Rep Visits:
	Centre College-M106
	University of Illinois @ Urbana		Champaign-M108
	Missouri University of Science &
		Technology-M110
SOC @ CYC Tourney
JV FB vs. Webster Groves 4:30pm
C FB @ CBC 4:30pm
Mother’s Club Mass, Meeting, and Crafts
10am
Ignatian Mix-It-Up Lunch 11am
AP Snack—Bosco Sticks
Lunch: Special—Papa John’s Pizza
Healthy—Szechwan Meatballs

Friday, September 25
Schedule R
CSP Food Drive
Kairos Retreat
College Rep Visits:
	Boston College-M110
Sign up in Naviance to Attend:
Universtiy of Notre Dame 12:45pm
Indiana University 1:45pm
FB vs. CBC 7pm
SOC @ CYC Tourney
XC (V, JV) @ Ed White Warrior Inv. 4pm
C SOC vs. Granite City 4:30pm
Danis Field House Dedication 5pm
Class of ’74 Reunion
AP Snack—Fiestadas
Lunch: Special—Chicken Rings
Healthy—Roast Beef

FEEL THE
BEAT:SLUH’s

African Drum
Circle

Jamming African drum club style, seniors
Walter Reilly and Kurt Eisele pound, thump,
and have a good time on Wednesday during
activity period.

